
Foucault’s pendulum

• In 1851, physicist Jean Foucault suspended a 67-meter, 28-kg 
pendulum from the dome of the Panthéon in Paris.

• It had a special pivot that allowed it to swing in any direction.

• This is different from normal pendulums (like in a grandfather 
clock), which can only swing in one direction.

• As the pendulum was swinging, its direction of motion gradually 
rotated.



Foucault’s pendulum

• The motion of the pendulum itself was not changing. Instead, the 
Earth was rotating under the pendulum!

• Therefore, Foucault’s pendulum provided direct evidence that the 
Earth is rotating around its axis.

• At the north pole, the pendulum will complete 1 rotation clockwise 
(as viewed from above) every 24 hours, because the Earth is 
rotating around the axis of the pendulum.

• At the equator, the pendulum will not rotate at all, because the 
Earth rotates perpendicular to the pendulum.

• In Paris, at latitude 48°51′ N, a full rotation takes ~32 hours.



Video

• This time lapse video shows a Foucault pendulum at the Orange 
Coast College Planetarium in California.

• At this latitude (33.7° N), the pendulum completed one full rotation 
every 43 hours.

• You can also see this experiment in person in many science centers, 
museums, and planetariums.

• The video can be found at this URL:

https://youtu.be/xmqjokCwNQs

https://youtu.be/xmqjokCwNQs


Class demonstration

• I will demonstrate why the rotation period of Foucault’s pendulum 
depends on the latitude.



The Coriolis effect

• Another way we can detect the Earth’s rotation around its axis is 
with the Coriolis effect.

• Remember Newton’s first law: an object will keep moving at a 
constant speed in a straight line unless acted on by a force.

• However, this law only works in an inertial frame, which doesn’t 
undergo any acceleration or rotation.

• Since the Earth is rotating, it’s not an inertial frame (although it’s 
close enough for most purposes).



The Coriolis effect

• When you throw a ball in an inertial frame, it will move in a straight 
line.

• But in a rotating (non-inertial) frame, its path will curve, even 
though no force is acting on it.

• We can interpret that as a “fictitious force” acting on the object. 
There is no actual force, but it looks like there is one.



• Here we can see the Coriolis 
effect in action.

• On the top: view of a rotating 
disk from an inertial frame.

• On the bottom: view from the 
non-inertial frame of the disk 
itself.

• This animation can be found at 
this URL: 
https://commons.wikimedia.or
g/wiki/File:Corioliskraftanimati
on.gif

Demonstration of the Coriolis Force
Credits: Hubi (Wikipedia)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Corioliskraftanimation.gif


• The Coriolis effect causes 
low-pressure systems on 
Earth to swirl.

• Air from a high-pressure 
system moves in, and
brings clouds with it.

• In the northern 
hemisphere, the wind 
spins counter-clockwise 
due to the Coriolis effect.

• In the southern 
hemisphere, it will spin 
clockwise.

A Spinning Low-Pressure System
Credits: NASA/GSFC, MODIS Rapid Response Team, Jacques Descloitres



Video

• This video demonstrates the Coriolis effect using a spinning 
seesaw.

• It can be found at this URL:

https://youtu.be/6L5UD240mCQ

https://youtu.be/6L5UD240mCQ


The seasons

• What causes the seasons on Earth?

• Common misconception: “the Earth gets warmer when it’s closer to 
the Sun”.

• But this doesn’t make sense, for several reasons:
1. The distance from the Sun only varies by ~3% throughout the year. 

Earth’s orbit is an ellipse, but still very close to a perfect circle.

2. The northern and southern hemispheres have opposite seasons, even 
though both are the same distance from the Sun.

3. Earth is closest to the Sun in January, which is winter in the northern 
hemisphere.



• In reality, the seasons are caused 
by the Earth’s axial tilt.

• The plane of Earth’s rotation 
around the Sun is the ecliptic.

• The line perpendicular to the 
ecliptic intersects the celestial 
sphere at the ecliptic poles.

• The plane of Earth’s rotation 
around its axis intersects the 
celestial sphere at the celestial 
equator.

• The two planes of rotation differ by 
an axial tilt of 23.4°.

The Celestial Tilt
Credits: Modification of illustration from OpenStax Astronomy
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North ecliptic pole



The seasons

• Since the Earth’s axis is tilted, different hemispheres “lean into” the 
Sun at different times, and are illuminated more directly and for a 
longer time.

• In June, the northern hemisphere “leans into” the Sun and the 
southern hemisphere “leans away” from the Sun.

• In December, the opposite happens.

• In March and September, both hemisphere “lean” sideways, 
perpendicular to the Sun.



The Seasons in the Northern Hemisphere
Credits: Modification of illustration from OpenStax Astronomy



The Seasons
Credits: Tauʻolunga (Wikipedia)



The seasons

• Two consequences of axial tilt are responsible for the seasons.

• First, when a hemisphere “leans into” the Sun, light hits it at a more 
direct angle.

• This means the same amount of light hits a smaller area of the 
ground.

• In other words, there is more light per unit area, so the ground 
heats up more.



The Sun’s Rays in Summer vs. Winter
Credits: OpenStax Astronomy



Class demonstration

• We will demonstrate this this effect by shining a flashlight on the 
wall at different angles.

• When the flashlight shines directly on the wall, all the light will be 
centered in one spot and will be the most intense.

• When it shines on the wall from an angle, the light will spread out 
over a large area and will be less intense.



The seasons

• The second consequence of axial tilt that is responsible for the 
seasons is how much time the Sun spends above the horizon.

• The days are longer in the summer than in the winter.

• This means the Sun shines for longer and we get more heat per day 
in the summer.



The seasons

• A solstice is a time when the Sun is the farthest away north or 
south from the celestial equator.

• There are two solstices, around June 21 and December 21.

• During the June solstice, the Sun is farthest north, so the day is the 
longest as seen from the northern hemisphere.

• The opposite happens during the December solstice.



The seasons

• An equinox is the time when the Sun is exactly at the celestial 
equator.

• There are two equinoxes, around March 20 and September 23.

• During both equinoxes, the Sun spends an equal amount of time 
above and below the horizon in both hemispheres.

• Therefore, during the equinoxes, the day and night have the same 
length everywhere on the planet.



The Sun’s Path in the Sky for Different Seasons
Credits: Modification of illustration from OpenStax Astronomy
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Circles of latitude

• During the June solstice, the Sun is 23.4° north of the equator.

• Therefore, it passes exactly through the zenith in places that are at 
latitude 23.4° N.

• This latitude is called the Tropic of Cancer (or the Northern 
Tropic).

• When it was named, a few thousand years ago, the Sun was at the 
constellation Cancer at the June solstice.

• However, due to axial precession, the Sun is now in Taurus at that time.

• North of the Northern Tropic, the Sun can never be at the zenith.



Circles of latitude

• The Arctic Circle is the circle of latitude 66.6° N.

• Anything above the arctic circle is within 23.4° of the north pole.

• That’s because 90° − 23.4° = 66.6°.

• On the Arctic Circle, on the June solstice, the Sun shines for a full 
24-hour period. This phenomenon is called the “midnight sun”.

• The further north you go, the longer the midnight sun becomes.

• At the North Pole, latitude 90° N, the Sun shines for 6 full months.



Earth During the June Solstice
Credits: OpenStax Astronomy



   

    

   

   

           

        

      

           

         

      

      

   

   

   

      

       

    

    

          

           

   

      

         

   

      
      

       

               
                 

    

    
      

     

     
   

    
         

                         

    
         

         

           

         

              

            

                                       

        

            
   

   

      

       

 

                      

        

       
      

      

       

      

     

       

       

      

       

       

    

    

     

         

         

        

        

        

        

     

             

     
       

         

    

         

                     

     

       

      

      

         

      

      

      

                  

        

            

              

       

          

       
        

      

     

          

           

        

    

   
       

         

     

    

        

             

            

       

        

           

        

     

      

       

       

       
       

         
          

         
   

               
       

            
              

          

              

                
              

        

      

    
      

   
     

      

         

       

      

       

        

    

    

       

    

     

      

      

          

      
      

      

     

           

      

                   

         

    
         

         

        

       

            

        

        

                                         
                                     

           
              

      
       

      
      

     
     

    

         
      

   
        

       

         

      

       

     

         

     
      

        

      

        
       

      

      

     

    

 

 

              

                               

         

                                                         
                                                         

             

                  

                       

The Arctic
Credits: CIA World Fact Book



Circles of latitude

• These circles of latitude have southern counterparts.

• The Tropic of Capricorn (or the Southern Tropic) is at latitude 
23.4° S.

• When it was named, the Sun was at the constellation Capricornus at the 
December solstice. Due to axial precession, the Sun is now in Sagittarius at 
that time.

• The Antarctic Circle is at latitude 66.6° S.



Earth During the December Solstice
Credits: OpenStax Astronomy



                                                                    

The Antarctic
Credits: Thesevenseas (Wikipedia)



World Map Indicating Tropics and Subtropics
Credits: KVDP (Wikipedia)



The Tropics and Polar Circles
Credits: Cmglee (Wikipedia), NASA


